Automatically Meet Compliance & Audit
Requirements with Archive One
ABOUT PAPERLESS TRAIL & ARCHIVE ONE
Paperless Trail empowers businesses through people, technology, and innovation. Our
solutions automate and digitize your business processes, allowing you to access
operational data and enabling recordkeeping policies to comply, regulate, and control.
Archive One is a cloud-based document management solution that specializes in the
healthcare industry, as well as manufacturing, finance, BPO, and human resources.

WHAT WE OFFER

AUDIT + COMPLIANCE
Meet standards of various
global Data Privacy Acts,
financial regulations, and
client-specific checks. File
organization enables easy
location for audits and
automatic compliance
report generation.

Hybrid-based document
management solutions
assure the security and
validity of the audit and
compliance components of
Archive One.

AI POWERED MANAGEMENT
Archive One provides secure
and flexible document
management. With pretrained artificial intelligence
models, machine learning,
and optical character
recognition.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
Our office is paperless, thanks to Archive One! What I like about the software is
their simple and clean user interface for managing all the digital assets of the
company. This is one of the reasons why we awarded the document management
system project in the first place. I did not find anything not to like about the
software. It keeps on improving with each version. Overall, Archive One is one of
the most powerful and affordable document management solutions available in
the market today. The developers have gone from local to international standards
in just a few years.
Mike Lester Rosales, Systems & Methods Head - Greenfield Development Corporation

Azure’s power to facilitate
the build of resilient apps
like Archive One, with
automatic operating system
updates and geo-redundant
storage – Archive One’s
customers have peace of
mind knowing their data
and documents are safe.

LEARN MORE
Paperless Trail
Get a free demo:
www.archive-one.net/set-an-appointment

Ask a question via email:
sales@paperlesstrail.net

Learn more:
www.archive-one.net

Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud
computing services to help your organization meet its
business challenges. With Azure, your business or
organization has the freedom to build, manage, and
deploy applications on a massive, global network
using your preferred tools and frameworks.

ADD YOUR BRAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
HERE

KEY USE CASES

WEB
APPLICATIONS
Build anything from
lightweight
websites to multitier cloud services
that scale up as
your traffic grows.

CLOUD STORAGE
Rely on georedundant cloud
storage for backup,
archiving, and
disaster recovery.

BIG DATA & HPC
Get actionable
insights from your
data by taking
advantage of a fully
compatible,
enterprise-ready
Hadoop service.

MOBILE
Accelerate your
mobile app
development by
using a backend
hosted on
Microsoft Azure.

MEDIA
Create, manage,
and distribute
media in the cloud
– everything from
encoding to content
protection

WHY AZURE
FLEXIBLE APPLICATION MODEL
Microsoft Azure provides a rich set of application services,
including SDKs, caching, messaging, and identity. You can
write applications in .NET, PHP, Java, node.js, Python, Ruby, or
using open REST protocols. This is all part of Microsoft’s
promise to let you build using any language, tool, or
framework.
ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS HERE
Build resilient applications with automatic operating system
and service updating, built-in network load balancing, and
geo-redundant storage. Microsoft Azure also proudly delivers
a 99.95% monthly SLA. You can rely on decades of experience
in data center operations and trust that everything Microsoft
Azure offers is backed by industry certifications for security
and compliance.

Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com

DATA CENTER WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
Microsoft Azure makes it easy for you to integrate your onpremises IT environment with the public cloud. Migrate your
virtual machines to Microsoft Azure without the need to
convert them to a different format. Use the robust messaging
and networking capabilities in Microsoft Azure to deliver
hybrid solutions, and then manage your hybrid applications
from a single console with Microsoft System Center.
GLOBAL REACH
With data centers around the globe, a massive investment in
data center innovation, and a worldwide Content Delivery
Network, you can build applications that provide the best
experience for users, wherever they are.

